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IT’S OKAY TO CARE ABOUT MONEY.

BUT IT’S NOT AS STRAIGHTFORWARD AS YOU THINK.

AND NOBODY REALLY KNOWS WHAT’S GOING ON.

It’s important to understand the deeper nuances of what “competitive market rate” 

means in your field—but that can be tough.

Even with tools like Glassdoor or Salary.com, when you work in a niche, relatively new field 

like content strategy, it can be nearly impossible to learn what the going rate is for the 

value you bring to a company.

While salary isn’t necessarily the only thing that dictates contentment with a job,

we ultimately work for money. And we want to feel that we’re paid fairly for what we do.

And that’s a good thing.

So I decided to ask my fellow 
content strategists what they make.
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Hi, I’m Tricia. I’ve worked as a content strategist since 2011, both 

as an individual contributor and as a manager. Whether at agencies 

in Pennsylvania or startups and tech giants in the Bay Area,

I’ve learned a lot about how compensation works.

A FEW THINGS I  WANT YOU TO KNOW:



ABOUT THE SURVEY

In 2017, I created a survey that asks content strategy professionals
not just for their salary, but about all the factors

that typically go into HR data on a fair rate for a role. 

Salary rates will always vary by metro, title, job description, years of 
relevant experience, management responsibilities, company size,

and funding stage/level of profitability—and this survey included these 
factors to allow for better comparisons.

For example, from this survey, a Bay Area individual contributor with
6-10 years of content strategy experience who is working in-house at a public company 

with more than 2,000 employees reported an average base salary of $136,000.

Limited data is one reason compensation professionals end up

GROUPING CONTENT STRATEGY WORK INTO BROADER ROLES

(like technical writing, marketing, or product/UX designers).

THIS PROVIDES MORE DATA, BUT IN A FAR LESS FOCUSED WAY, 

leading to less standardized salaries across content strategy roles.

While this is a highly specific (and therefore more relevant) profile from which to determine average pay,

only 17 responses match that profile with data points from 2016-2019.

The intent of this particular survey is to focus on collecting salary data
from professionals who work in content strategy specifically to

understand differences in compensation. 

t r ic ia roset ty .com/sa la ry - su rvey



Who took this SURVEY?

tl;dr:

The survey received 317 responses from 18 different countries!
People were invited to contribute salary data from any year, and 85% of the data points are salaries from 2016-2019. 
Company size was fairly evenly represented, with 10,000+ employees making up the largest single size grouping at 30%.

Since there were overwhelming majorities in categories like gender and race,
it was difficult to draw any compelling correlations based on differences
(to answer questions like “Are men making more than their equally qualified female counterparts?”). 
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The San Francisco Bay Area represented the largest individual metro contributing to
the data at about a quarter of the responses. Canada was the largest country outside the

U.S. and averaged CAD $79,000 for content strategists with 3-10 years of experience.
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Making up 49% of responses, white women working 
in the U.S. are most fully represented in this data. 



EXAMPLE PROFILES  from the data

Given the number of variables in the data, it’s hard to extract specific trends from 317 responses.

Instead, I grouped similar data sets to create sample profiles.

To best understand what a fair pay range looks like for you, I’d recommend taking the survey and looking at the raw data 

available for roles and companies like your own. Don’t forget to adjust the salary based on your location (details below)!

* Salary differentials were calculated using Salary.com’s Cost of Living Wizard,
which provides data on what companies typically pay in one city versus another

(not just cost of living differences, which are often different). This allowed me to determine what a 
salary in any U.S. city would be “in San Francisco dollars” to compare more data points fairly.

content strategist

ux writer

content manager

Adjusted to Bay Area salary differentials*,
the average salary for an individual contributor 
with 3-10 years of relevant experience working 
in-house at a private company with fewer than 
2,000 employees is

$106,245
Frequent titles in this data set include 
variations of:

CONTENT STRATEGIST  AT A

SAN FRANCISCO STARTUP

Years of experience alone (6-10 vs. 3-5 years) didn’t result in exceptionally higher average salaries
(it was only a difference of $5K)—but there was a correlation based on department.

Professionals working in a product department averaged $116,000
while those in marketing departments averaged $97,000. Additionally, similarly qualified

content strategists working in non-startup environments (big, public companies) earned an average of $120,600.



EXPER IENCED CS LEADER

IN SAN FRANCISCO

content strategist

senior content strategist

CONTENT STRATEGIST  AT A

PH ILADELPH IA AGENCY

Adjusted to Philadelphia salary differentials*, 
the average salary for an individual contributor 
with 3-10 years of content strategy experience 
who’s working at an agency of any size is

$84,100
Frequent titles in this data set include 
variations of:

Respondents with more experience (6-10 vs. 3-5 years) made about $15,000 more on average compared to their less 

experienced counterparts. The more experienced group from larger agencies (200+ employees) averaged $96,600.

content strategist

manager

senior content strategist

Adjusted to Bay Area salary differentials*, the 
average salary for a manager with 6-15 years of 
content strategy experience who’s working 
in-house at a company with 500+ employees is

$150,700
Frequent titles in this data set include 
variations of:

On the whole, people working at similar companies with an equal number of years of relevant experience

make about $16,000 more in base pay if they’re a manager instead of an individual contributor.

Managers with 11-15 years of experience made noticeably more than their counterparts with less experience (6-10 years): 

$161,200 on average compared to $140,500, respectively. Working in a product department also meant significantly 

outearning marketing counterparts by about $30,000 (with equal distributions of years of experience in these averages).



benefits
COMPENSATION ISN’T JUST ABOUT THE PAYCHECK—
you want to evaluate the entire package a company is offering and decide 
what’s most valuable to you.

Content strategy professionals who responded to this survey are receiving 
a respectable mix of benefits and perks.

Group insurance

Office perks

Flex spending programs

401(k) matching

Paid time off

Education stipend

Stock/stock options

Company mobile phone

On-site personal services

Charitable contribution matching

Company car or shuttle

Childcare on-site or stipend

Bonuses or Profit sharing

Discount perks

meals, snacks, games, dogs in office, etc.

medical, dental, vision

massages, laundry, dry cleaning, etc.

these typically vest over time

commuter and health FSA

or equivalent retirement match

more than 3 weeks a year 

for conferences or additional degrees

can really boost total take-home pay

gym memberships, hotels, etc.

M O S T  C O M M O N

L E S S  C O M M O N

90%
75%
74%
65%
64%
56%
55%
54%

47%
30%
26%
17%
18%
  9%

Keep in mind that what a company offers is typically related to things like whether it’s publicly or privately 

funded and whether it’s profitable yet. When you’re negotiating a compensation package, know what’s 

valuable to you and understand that you can propose adjustments to more than just the base salary.



WHAT’S the bottom line?
Comp is... well, complicated. Here's what you have
to keep in mind when thinking about yours:

C O M P  I S  A B O U T
C O M P E T I T I O N1
Comp is not about making people feel valued or treating people 

fairly—it’s about winning and retaining the best talent against 

competitive offers elsewhere.

That's why when you ask an HR professional about why one role is 

paid differently from another, they will always redirect to 

comparing any given role to what the market rate is for that job— 

not a related job at the same company.

DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT

TO BE RESPONSIB ILE  FOR2
Content strategists span a wide range of possible skills

and strengths in their work.

In my experience, someone with a content strategy title

might be a badass marketing copywriter, or they might be a

wireframing wizard building digital products.

If you’ve been in this field for long, you’ve heard the debates— 

and if we can’t agree on what exactly it is we do, you know

HR professionals probably aren’t nailing it either.

Getting clear on the skills and capabilities you have
(especially technical skills) can help you here.

LET’S TALK ABOUT 

ROLE VALUE

T A B L E S T A K E S  R O L E ST A B L E S T A K E S  R O L E S

E S S E N T I A L  R O L E S

A D V A N T A G E O U S  R O L E S

Despite “working in tech”
(code: “making a ton of money”),

content strategists make far less 
than their engineering counterparts

(who can expect a 6-figure
entry-level job in Silicon Valley)

and often less than their
designer counterparts.

Engineers are required to create digital 

products and have distinct hard skills 

(ergo, everyone is fighting for them and

they make the most money).

Designers and product managers are 

typically considered essential for building a 

solid product. They’re often the early hires a 

small company makes after investing in 

engineering. Again, there’s lots of 

opportunity and they’re well compensated.

Specialists like content strategists,

product marketers, and even data scientists 

make any product team better

(so the best companies want to hire them).

You're likely to see the most opportunities 

concentrated in a few dominant companies.

In the digital products wor ld, 

compensation correlates to 

relat ive need.

WHY?



A S K  F O R  W H A T
Y O U  W A N T4

S H A R E  W I T H  Y O U R  P E E R S5

Studies show that women are less likely than their male 

counterparts to negotiate their salary*, and when there’s a 

dominant gender in a field, it impacts everyone.

So consider that the next time you’re feeling nervous about 

negotiating—it helps us all earn what we’re worth.

And the worst that they’ll say is they can’t afford you.

Sharing what we make (and why) is what ultimately allows us to advocate for fair 
compensation across the board. Based on what I learned from the first survey,

I revamped it and created an even better one—and now we need contributors!

t r ic iaroset ty .com/salary-survey  
Take the 5-minute survey and instantly see results from everyone else who’s contributed. Thanks for reading!

E X P A N D  Y O U R  
O P T I O N S3
When you’re looking to make a move, your best bet at making 

more money—besides gaining experience and becoming great at 

what you do—is to pursue multiple opportunities at once.

Nothing speaks louder than a competing, higher offer.

That said, broaden your negotiating power
(and opportunity for satisfaction) by thinking about what you value and why. 
Even if company A offers a higher base salary, company B might have more 
generous or flexible time off. Maybe company C is doing exciting work you 
want to lead while company D has tons of smart people you can learn from. 

Only you can decide if one outweighs the other.

Your priority mix may shift over time, but as long as it 
supports what you care about, rest easy.

SO WHAT DOES 

ALL THAT MEAN?

When push comes to shove,
this kind of functions as a food chain. 

Engineers often take on PM duties or 
even design (frontend developers are 

frequently suited for this, and some 
people believe the future of design as 

a profession is to be a 
designer-developer hybrid). 

Other folks take up the reins of those 
“advantageous roles”: product 

managers provide market sizing and 
strategy, good designers possess basic 

content strategy skills, and engineers 
know how to do baseline

data analysis for their product. 

People who wear many hats won’t 
necessarily do any one of these things 

exceptionally well, but they
frequently do them well enough,

making specialty roles
a little harder to come by. 

Add in the fact that those 
advantageous roles can come with a 

smaller set of hard skills required to do 
the work, and bam: a market with 

more supply than demand.

“Do women avoid salary negotiations?
  Evidence from a large-scale natural field experiment."
  Harvard Kennedy School, Gender Action Portal

* READ  
MORE:


